This marking guideline consists of 4 pages.
SECTION A

QUESTION 1: COMPREHENSION

TEXT A

1.1 Rife ✓ (1)

1.2 South African National Council on Drug Dependency and Alcohol ✓ (1)

1.3 Awareness/anti-drug campaigns ✓ (ANY ONE) (1)

1.4 June ✓ (1)

1.5 FACT
These are statistics from the United Nations World Drug Report of 2014. ✓ (1)

1.6 Mandrax/Tik (methamphetamine/crack cocaine (ANY ONE) ✓ (1)

1.7 C way to get something similar. ✓ (1)

1.8 YES.
According to the Social development spokesman Mzukisi Solani there are government rehabilitation centres across the province to help addicts. ✓ ✓

OR

NO.
The Province remains under resourced in providing help for battling addicts. ✓ ✓

NOTE: No mark for YES or NO, only for motivation. (2)

1.9 Young people battling with drug addiction can get help by:

- Acknowledging the addiction problem (do away with denial)/
- Attending support groups/
- Going to counselling/
- Being admitted to a rehabilitation centre ✓ (ANY ONE or similar answer) (1)

TEXT B

1.10 C — encourage the readers to buy the product. ✓ (1)

1.11 Youth/Young people/families (Any relevant answer) ✓ (1)

1.12 D Tasty ✓ (1)

1.13 Twitter/Instagram/Facebook/Internet (any ONE) ✓ (1)

1.14 Figurative, a person who is lazy, and inactive in any activity that needs physical strength. (Any relevant answer) ✓ (1)

TOTAL SECTION A: 15
SECTION B: LANGUAGE IN CONTEXT

QUESTION 2

2.1 I begin with weed. ✓

2.2 Mongezi Sikiti that his peers were also into drugs.

2.3 Mandrax and tik is being used by youths. ✓

2.4 he; ✓ his ✓

2.5 Against ✓

2.6 Did not ✓

2.7 B Contraction ✓

2.8 D In ✓

2.9 more caring ✓

2.10 Dad ✓

2.11 "I was worried sick about you", said Mother Shark. ✓✓

(NOTE: ONLY 1 mark for both inverted commas; 1 mark for comma)

2.12 deep ✓

TOTAL SECTION B: 15
SECTION C

QUESTION 3

3.1 B – alliteration. ✓  

3.2 YES  
‘he’s the world’s best detective’ ✓  
**NOTE:** No mark for YES or NO answer, candidates must quote a line from the poem. ✓  

3.3 Detecting and uncovering the truth ✓  

3.4 Uncovering/Detecting (ANY ONE) ✓  

3.5 3.5.1 Poet’s Dad *eyesight* and *eagle* ✓ ✓  

3.5.2 Simile ✓  

3.6 A – enjoyment. ✓  

3.7 Everyone does have weaknesses (the poet’s dad is excellent in his job but cannot find his keys)./ Everyone makes mistakes/people have both good and bad sides. ✓ ✓ (ANY SIMILAR ANSWER)  

**TOTAL SECTION C:** 10  
**GRAND TOTAL:** 40